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Abstract: Women's legal aid is still in its infancy in China. The direction in which women's legal aid develops shall be influenced by its
forms. There have been abundant experiences of safeguarding women's rights but comparatively less practice of women's legal aid.
This article will summarize three forms of women's legal aid: government-supported women's legal aid, civil society-driven women's
legal aid and women's legal aid supported by the Women's Federations. After distinguishing these forms, the paper shall discuss a
fourth form of women's legal aid: that is built on government-supported women's legal aid as its foundation, civl society driven wom-
en's legal aid as its centre and women's legal aid supported by the Women's Federation as its significant supplement.
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“ 料 理 家
务”女性
参加 0.94 19.55 5.04
未参加 99.06 80.45 94.96
在业女性
参加 8.36 31.51 13.97
未参加 91.64 68.49 86.03
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